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0. INTRODUCTION 
As a counterpart to the commutative Galois theory of groups acting on 
rings one may consider Lie algebras acting on rings as Lie algebras of 
derivations. A peculiar situation where techniques from both areas meet 
and blend arises when studying derivations of graded rings and Clifford 
systems. Some results for strongly graded rings might benefit from a 
rephrasing in terms of Hopf algebra actions, the Hopf algebras being smash 
products of dual group algebras and enveloping algebras, but we did not 
go into these matters here for simplicity’s sake. 
In the first part of the paper we provide general results concerning R,- 
derivations of a graded ring of type G, R = eJntC; R, (where e is the neutral 
clement of G) into weakly cancellative R-bimodules M which need not be 
graded. In case A4 is graded as a left R-module a useful criterion for an R,- 
derivation D: R -+ M to be a graded (left) R,-morphism may be given. We 
then investigate when an R,.-derivation is a sum of such “graded” 
derivation, cg., we establish that for a finitely generated abelian group G, 
every R,-derivation of R into a weakly cancellative graded R-bimodule has 
a decomposition as a sum of graded R,-derivations. 
In the second section we prove a result relating the R,-derivations to 
some Galois cohomology group for G and as a consequcncc of this, it 
follows that for a strongly graded ring Hochschild cohomology (whenever 
defined) coincides with some Galois cohomology of the grading group. 
Along the way we provide an interesting extension of results about the 
Miyashita auto-morphisms of strongly graded rings. Our approach leads to 
some applications in the crossed product theory for Azumaya algebras or 
even central simple algebras, presenting a new point of view on crossed 
product structures which seems to deserve further development. In the light 
of these applications and also to the benefit of general applicability, the 
consideration of Clifford systems which are not graded rings is important. 
For example, every algebra generated by invertible elements may be viewed 
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as a Clifford system with respect o the multiplicative group generated by a 
set of generating elements for the algebra; of course the main problem then 
resides in finding “decent” multiplicative groups containing a set of algebra 
generators. For this as well as for some applications concerning rings of 
differential operators over graded rings or Clifford systems we refer to 
forthcoming work. 
I. DERIVATIVES OF GRADED RINGS 
A graded ring R of type G is said to be strongly graded if R, R, = R,, 
holds for all 0, r E G. A Clifford system for G is an epimorphic image of a 
strongly graded ring of type G, or equivalently a ring R such that 
R=r:LEG. R, with R,R, = R,, for all cr, r E G. Basic theory concerning 
graded rings and modules may be found in [9]. 
If R is a graded ring of type G and M is an R-bimodule then we say that 
M is left weakly cancellative if for y E G, m E M, R,m = 0 implies that R, = 0 
or m =O. We say that h4 is left cancellative if for every YE G, R:,m = 0 
entails m = 0. 
In a symmetric way one may define right weakly ca~celzative and right 
cance~latiue; we say that M is ~~~eakiy ca~cellat~ue or ca~cel~~tive if the 
corresponding left and right properties hold. If R is not graded but a Clif- 
ford system for G then the above definitions also make sense for any R- 
bimodule; however it is easily seen that over a Clifford system every 
bimodule is cancellative! For an arbitrary graded ring R the existence of 
nonzero graded R-bimodules which are (weakly) cancellative entails 
properties for R: 
1.1. PROPOSITION. Let R he a graded ring of type G and lef A4 be u 
graded Ieft (weak@) ca~ce~~ative R-~irnod~[e. ZfI is the kft annihilator qf’ M 
then I is a graded ideal of R and R/i’ is left (weakly) ca~eellative. 
Proof. That I is a graded ideal of R is clear. If XE R/I is such that 
R,.V = 0 for some y E G then R,x c I yields R,xm = 0 for all m E M. If M is 
left weakly cancellative then either xM = 0 or R, = 0, i.e., R/I is left weakly 
cancellative. If M is left cancellative then x1%4 =0 and X = 0 follows, i.e., R/Z 
is left cancellative. u 
An R,-derivation D: R + M is an R,-bilinear map satisfying: D(xy) = 
xD( y) f D(x) y, for all x, y E R. 
1.2. ~OPOSITION. Let R be a graded ring of type G and M a graded 
cancellative R-bimodule then every R‘,-derivation D : R --r M factorizes 
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through an R,/I,-derivation D: R/I + D(R), such that the following 
diagram is commutative 
R L) D(R) 
7c 
\/ 
17 
RI1 
where D(R) is the R-bimodule generated by] Im D in M. 
Proof. For every ‘J E G, R, # 0 because M is cancellative. Consider i, E I, 
(the left annihilator of M is a graded ideal of R) then i,R,- I c I,, hence for 
all x,~IER,~I we have : O=D(~,X,~~)=~,D(X,~I)+D(~,)X,~I, since 
iiD(xml) = 0 we obtain D(i,) R,-I = 0 and D(i,) = 0 follows because M is 
right cancellative. Therefore D(Z) = 0. For iE I and r E R we have: 
0 = D(ri) = D(r) i, hence I also annihilates D(R) on the right (a subtle 
triviality). This enables us to define D by &,f) = D(x) for any x E R such 
that x(x) =X. A straightforward calculation now learns that D has all the 
properties mentioned in the proposition. 1 
In Proposition 1.2 it is necessary to start from a graded R-bimodule M 
but nevertheless D(R) need not be graded. This motivates the following 
definition. An R,-derivation D: R + M as in Proposition 1.2 is said to be 
graded or homogeneous if D maps h(R) to h(M), where h( - ) denotes the 
set of homogeneous elements. It is a corollary of Proposition 1.2 that in 
studying (homogeneous) R,-derivations D: R --) M we may assume that 
both the left and right annihilator of M in R is zero, (whilst for 
homogeneous R,-derivations this is compatible with the assumption that 
M is graded), and also that R is cancellative. 
Many interesting gradations allow R,, to be zero for certain y E G, e.g., 
positive gradations by ordered groups, therefore we include an analogon of 
Proposition 1.2 in the weakly cancellative case but for torsion groups G 
only. By DerRe(R, M) we denote the abelian group (also a Z(R,)-module of 
course) of R,-derivations from R to M, by DER,<,(R, M) we denote the 
abelian group of homogeneous R,-derivations. 
1.3. PROPOSITION. Let R be graded by a torsion group G and let M be a 
weakly cancellative graded R-bimodule. Consider the R,-bimodules: 
N=C{D(R), DED~~,~,(R, M)} 
N” = C( D( R), D E DER.<,( R, M)} 
Zf Z is the left annihilator of M then we may identify Der,JR, M) and 
Der R,IR,(Wz, NJ, and DERRc,(R Ml and DERRe,,(RIL W. 
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Proof: Consider i, # 0 in I, for some r E G. It is evident that we may 
repeat the proof of Proposition 1.2 if we have R, I # 0. Since G is a torsion 
group, r-l = rn for some n E N. Pick m # 0 in A4 and consider R, . . . R,m. 
Since R, #O as it contains i, and since m # 0, we obtain R,m #O first, 
Rfm # 0 secondly, and so on till we reach RF # 0. Consequently 0 # Rf c 
R,.= R,.= R,~I. 1 
The gain in the foregoing introductory results is that in the graded case 
the study of R,-derivtions in cancellative (or weakly cancellative) R- 
bimodules reduces to the case where R is cancellative (or weakly can- 
cellative if G is torsion), whereas in the case of Clifford systems we are 
automatically in the cancellative situation. The terminology, “homogeneous 
derivation” may at present seem to be unjustified because such a derivation 
need not be a graded map of some degree SE G. As an example consider 
M = R = k[X, Y], where k is a field, X and Y are commuting variables 
such that XY= 0, let R be graded by putting deg X= -deg Y= 1 and 
define a k-derivation D: R + R by D(X) = X2, D( Y) = Y3 and D(l) = 0 for 
all 1. E k. Obviously D is “homogeneous” but since D( R ,) c R 3, 
D((R,) c R, it is certainly not a graded map of some degree n E B. That 
this catastrophe is excluded when M is weakly cancellative is the con- 
sequence of: 
1.4. THEOREM. Let R he graded I$ type G and let M he a weakly can- 
cellative graded R-&module. If D: R + M is u homogeneous R,-derivation 
then D is a graded map qf degree 6, for some 6 E G which commutes with the 
elements of H= {CJEG, R,#Oj. 
Proof: We may assume D # 0, so we may fix r E G and y, E R, such that 
D(y,)#O. If z,,z,~R;. are such that we have:O#D(z,)EM,,,, 
0 f D(z2) E MYnZ> then D(z, +z2) is either zero or nonzero but 
homogeneous and in each case CJ, = cr2 follows. Hence, to every y E G such 
that D(R,) # 0 we may associate a uniquely determined element 6(y) E G 
such that D( RY) c MYd,yj. Consider c E G such that D(R,) # 0. Since M is 
weakly cancellative H is a semigroup (to prove that R, = 0, R, # 0 implies 
R,R, # 0 consider R, R,m for some m # 0 in M), hence or E H. For every 
x, E R, we have: 
D(x, Y,) = ~,D(Y,) + D(x,) Y,. 
Case 1. D(R,R,) = 0. 
(*) 
There exists an x, E R, such that x,D( y,) # 0 because M is weakly can- 
cellative and R.,#O, D(Y,)+@ Comparing degrees in 
0 = x,D( y,) + D(x,) y, for the chosen x, yields: crrd(t) = o@a)r, i.e., 
d(r) = 6(a) t. 
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Case 2. D( R, R,) # 0. 
In (*) choose x, such that x,D( y,) #O then a comparision of degrees 
yields rd(t)=&a) r as in case 1 or else crrb(oz)=oz&t), i.e., &ot)=&t). 
However since D(R,) #O we may select xb~ R, such that D(xb) #O and 
y: E R, such that D(xk) y: # 0. From 
D(x; y:) = xi D( y:) + D(x;) y; (*‘I 
we then derive that aS(o) r = as&r) or else ord(or) = ad(~) r. So if we sup- 
pose that 6(a) r #T&Z) then we must have both ath(az) = ar&r) and 
c&(oz) = aS(cr) z, i.e. ar6(r) = a&a) t a contradiction, so 6(a) t = r&r) 
holds in this case too. 
If we can prove that r6(t) = 6(r) z then it will follow from the foregoing 
that 6(a) = 6(r) for every 0 such that D(R,) #O. To show this, consider 
x, E R, such that x, D( y,) # 0. If D(x, ~1,) = 0 then comparison of degrees 
in 0 = x,D( y,) + D(q) y, yields T&T) = 6(z) 5. If D(x, y,) # 0 then 
S(z*) = 6(r) follows (we cannot conclude more since D(x,) y, = 0 may hap- 
pen!) However, we may select a z, E R, such that D( yr) z, # 0 and compar- 
ing degrees in D( yizr) = yr D(z,) + D( y,) zr entails either t*&r*) = r&r) r 
or else r(6) r = T&T) t. Substituting 6(r2) = 6(r) derived before we finally 
arrive at r6(~)=6(~) z in all cases. Putting 6 =6(z), we have established 
that for all y E G, D(R,.) c M;.,, (indeed if D(R,.) # 0 this has been done 
above and if D( R,,) = 0 it holds trivially). For any 0 E H, pick r,, E R, such 
that D( vr) Y, # 0. A final degree argument applied to : 
entails roS = t&s or else raS = r&r, i.e., a6 = 60 one way or the other. 1 
1.5. Remark. Let (H) be the group generated by H in G. If 6 E (H > 
then we consider R as an (H) graded ring (note that for o E G - (H), 
R,=O) which we then denote by R (H> The derivation D may then be 
viewed as a derivation RcH) -+ McH) = &YE (Hj M,. 
Actually, if M= R and D is a homogeneous R,-derivation D: R + R where 
R is weakly cancellative then for g such that D(R,) #O, ad E H and 
SE(H). 
1.6. COROLLARY. Let R be weakly cancellative. Then every R,-derivation 
D: R + R which is homogeneous is necessarily a graded R,-bilinear map qf 
degree 6 which is central in ( H ). 
Note that it is not restrictive to reduce the study of DER.<(R) to the case 
where G = (H). 
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1.7. EXAMPLES. Every graded domain is weakly cancellative. If H is the 
set of positive elements in an ordered group G then skew semigroup rings 
for H are weakly cancellative G-graded. Some aspects of the theory of 
homogeneous derivations allow a treatment completely in terms of 
semigroup gradations but we omitted it here as unnecessary generality. In 
view of Proposition 1.3 and Theorem 1.4 it is useful to relate Der.JR, M) 
and DER.?(R, M). 
1.8. PROPOSITION. Let R he graded by G such that R is generated as an 
R,-ring by a finite number of homogeneous elements {a, ,..., a, $ c h(R) (if 
G = (H) then this assumption means that G is finitely generated), say 
deg ai = cri E G. Let M be a weakly cancellative graded R-bimodule and let 
D: R -+ A4 be any R,-deviation. Write q for the maximum of the lengths of 
the homogeneous decompositions of the elements D(a,),..., D(a,) in M, and 
write for i = l,..., n : D(a,) = d,,, , + . ’ . + d,.+ where each term is in MCaNsJ 
but allowing some to be zero. Then DE DERRC(R, M) if and only if all xij, 
such that there is an i with CZ,,,,~ #O, commute with the elements of H. If 
this is the case, then D = xi, D,,J are homogeneous R,-derivations of degree 
aiJ (allowing some to be zero). In particular, if G is an abelian group then 
every D E Der%(R, M) is in DER.‘,( R, M). 
Proof For 0 # 6, E R, define D,,J(b,) = (D(b,)),,,j. If b, = aj then y = a, 
and D,,,(aj) = 4,azJ. Using the fact that each appearing aixj commutes with 
H, one easily verifies that D,,J acts in a derivation-like way on an arbitrary 
finite product of elements of {al ,..., a,}, with repetition allowed. From 
R = R,[al,..., a,] it follows that Dxv is indeed a homogeneous R,- 
derivation: R + M. Since we have seen that D and & DxSJ coincide on a 
set of generators for R as an R,-ring, D = xi,, D.+ follows. 1 
1.9. COROLLARY. If R is strongly graded by an abelian finitely generated 
group G then for every graded R-bimodule M we have Der,(R, M) = 
DER,JR, Ml. 
Proof. The conditions in Proposition 1.8 hold for every R,-derivation 
D: R -+ M (note M is strongly graded hence certainly cancellative!), as one 
easily verifies. 1 
With an eye to its utility in considering rings of differential operators 
over certain graded rings we include: 
1.10. PROPOSITION. Let R be a commutative ring strongly graded by a 
finitely generated abelian group G such that R, is a Noetherian ring. Then 
Der.J R) = DER,& R) is a finitely generated R-module. 
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Proof: That DerRe(R) = DER,JR) follows from Corollary 1.9. As a 
strongly graded R-module DerRe(R) = R(DER,JR)), = ROR, (DER,(R)), 
so we have reduced the problem to showing that the R,-module of 
homogeneous R,-derivations of degree e E G is finitely generated. If 
(0, ,..., on} generated G then R,, 0 . 0 Ron is a finitely generated R,- 
module and R is generated as an R,-algebra by any finite set of R,- 
generators for R,, @ . . . OR,“. The R,-linear map (DER,(R)), + 
EndRe( R,, @ @ Ron) defined by D + D 1 R,, @ . . @ Rcn, is injective since 
R-derivations coinciding on each R,,, i = l,..., n also coincide on R. It is 
clear that End.<~(R,, 0 ... @ Rmn) is a finitely generated R,-module and the 
Noetherian hypothesis entails that (DER,(R)), is a finitely generated R,- 
module too. 1 
1.11. Remark. The condition R is strongly graded may sometimes be 
weakened, e.g., for positively graded rings over ordered groups one may 
put R = R,[a, ,..., a,] and R, is a finitely generated R,-module for all y E G. 
2. DERIVATIONS OF CLIFFORD SYSTEMS, A PEACEFUL COEXISTENCE OF 
HOCHSCHILD- AND GALOIS-COHOMOLOGY 
We refer to [9] and [ 121 for general theory of Clifford systems. Recall 
that R=CcEc R, with R,R, = R,, for all o, z E G, gives rise to a map 
q5: G -+ Pic(R,), defined by sending o E G to the R,-bimodule isomorphism 
class [R,] of the invertible R,-bimodule R,. Note that each R, is a finitely 
generated projective (left and right) R,-module (of rank one) and that 
R,, z R, OR, R, as R,-bimodules for every rr’, z E G. For a detailed account 
of the theory of Picard groups of noncommutative rings the reader may 
consult [4]. Recall further, from [4] or [9] that there exists a canonical 
group morphism, 
Pic(R,) -+ Aut(Z(R,)). 
The composition of both canonical group homomorphisms, 
q : G + Pic( R,) -+ Aut(Z( R,)), 
determines a natural action of G on the center Z(R,) of R,. We aim to 
extend certain results concerning the existence and properties of the 
Miyashita automorphisms for strongly graded rings, in two directions. 
First, we consider Clifford systems, second, we define the actions on the 
bimodules over them, i.e., we establish a natural action of G on Z,(M) = 
{m E M, am = ma for all a E R, } for every R-bimodule M. Sometimes we use 
the fact, noted in Section 1, that every bimodule over a Clifford system is 
cancellative. 
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For every e # g E G we fix one (of many possible) decomposition of 
1 E R, = R,R,- I, say 1 = Ci u~)u~L,, where for each i appearing in the finite 
sum uci) E R v!!, E R,~I. 
With these c%rventions and notations we have: 
2.1. THEOREM. There is a canonical action of G on ZRe( R) given by a 
group-homomorphism $R: G -+ Aut(Z,?(R)) defined by putting r+!rR(a)(r) =
C, ut)rvF)I, for r E Z,J R). This action is compatible with the canonical 
action of G on Z,JM), defined for any R-bimodule A4, by the group 
homomorphism I+!J~ : G -+ Au&~.. J M’), where R’ = Z,<,(R), M’ = Z,?(M) 
and the group of left and right II/.-semilinear R’-bimodule automorphisms is 
denoted by .d = Autp- ..(M’), given by +,,,,(o)(m’) = C, u~‘m’v~!,, for all 
m’ E M’. 
Proof. First, note that $,,,,(g) does not depend on the chosen decom- 
position 1 = Ii ug)ut! , . Indeed if 1 = c, sb/) og!, is another decomposition 
with s$‘) E R,, w;j, E R,-I then for each m’ E M’ we have 
$,(o)(m’) = 1 u~)rn’u~!, C s~)o$C I 
1 i I 
Then let us check that $,,Ja)(m’) E M’; since the set {xb y, ,, X,E R,, 
y, I E R,- I } generates R, additively it will suffice to check that 
IClda)(m’) x0 ~~-1: x, y,-llC1,dr(aNm’). 
Now an easy calculation proves our claim: 
ICIM(a)(m’) x, y,-l =I u~)m’u~!lx, yCml 
=1.x, Cyo-lu~)m’v),‘), 
(i > 
=x0 y,-lll/,(a)(m’). 
If +,(o)(m’) =0 then we obtain: $,(O)(m’) x,=0 for all X,E R,, i.e., 
C, u~)rn’u~l,x, = lx,m’ = 0, for all x, E R,. Since M is cancellative as R is 
a Clifford system m’ = 0 and $,J ) e is injective follows. On the other hand, 
$,,,(a) is surjective too; pick YE M’ and let 1 =Cjov!I t;’ be a decom- 
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position of 1 in R,-IR, = R,, then putting x = C.wp?, ~tb” provides an 
element XE M’ such that CI/,,,,(o)(x)=y as is easily <erified. 
For any r E R’, m E M’ we calculate 
Ifida) = 1 u~)u~)(rm) u!l,, 
=C u?Yrm) up!, = $&a)(rm), 
hence ~~(~) is left ~~(~)-semilinear. Right ~~(~)-semilinearity may be 
established in a completely similar way. If we put M= R then 44’ = R’ and 
the foregoing establishes that $R(~) is a ring automorphism of R’, hence 
the terminology used in the foregoing sentence is appropriate. Finally, since 
the action of $,,Jar) for 6, T E G may be defined by using the particular 
decomposition in R,, R, lO j = R,, 1 = xi xi u~)u~‘)u~/I), ZQ , it follows 
immediately that $M(crf) = $,,,,(cJ) $,,,(z), and similarly $,JLTz) = 
IfiR +,Jz). Hence tiM and tjR define actions of G on M’ and R’ respec- 
tively. fl 
As a consequence of the very elementary method of proof used in the 
foregoing theorem we arrive at some rather interesting applications in the 
theory of splitting rings for Azumaya algebras. The following results give 
an idea of some of these applications, however we did not expound too 
much of the theory because it drifts away from derivations very quickly. 
2.2. PROPOSITION. If A is an algebra with center C containing a Ciifford 
system R ,for G over C, i.e., with R, = C, then there is a natural action of G 
on A such that A”=Z,(R). 
Proof Since A is an R-bimodule such that Z,(A) = A we may define 
the action of G on A as before. For any r. E R,, G E G, and a E A we have 
that r,a = rl/A(o)(a) r,. Consequently, if $A(~) acts trivially on A, then 
R, c R, and on the other hand $,4(o)(a) =0 for all ZE G entails that a 
commutes with all elements of R, hence AG = R follows. Let us mention the 
following modifications of this result. 
2.3. PROPOSITION. Let A be a k-central simple algebra containing a sim- 
ple algebra B. The ,fo~~o~~~~g .~tatement.~ are equivalent. 
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(1) B = A” for some group G acting on A by automorphisms. 
(2) Z,(B) is a Cltfford. system for G over k. 
Proof If we assume that Z,(B) is a Clifford system for G over k then 
we define the G action on A as in Proposition 2.2 and then A” = 
2,(2,(s)) = B. Conversely assume that 1. holds; we identify G with the 
subgroup of Aut, A it determines without loss of generality. For each (T E G 
there is an u, E A such that a(a) = u;- ’ au, for all a E A. Since u,u,u;; 1 
determines the trivial inner automorphism of A it follows that u,u, = 
k(o, I) u,, where k(a, 5) E k*. The k-vectorspace generated by (u,, z E G3 is 
therefore a k-algebra, say L). Since B is fixed under the conjugations deter- 
mined by the u, it follows that k t D c Z,(B) but also B = Z,(D) since 
Z,(D) = A” is easily verified. By the double commutaton theorem it 
follows that D = Z,(B). By construction D is a G-Clifford system of k with 
D6=ku,,aEG. 
2.4. PROPOSITION. Zf A is an Azumaya algebra with center C containing a 
maximal commutative subring R which is a Clifford system for G over C, i.e., 
with R, = C, then there is a natural action of G on A such that A” = R. 
Proof Evoke Proposition 2.3. 
2.5. Remarks. (1) T = (g E G, R, = R, > is a normal subgroup of G and 
G/T acts faithfully on A such that AtilT= R and for every A-bimodule M 
we have a faithful action of G/T on N such that Z,(M) = M”‘? 
(2) Proposition 2.4 yields a “Dual Crossed Product Theorem” for 
strongly graded splitting because it states that A = R# (CC)*, where (CG)* 
is the C-dual of CG. This kind of result allows extensions and rephrasings 
in terms of Hopf algebras and Hopf algebra actions (measurings). 
(3) In [ 111 the author characterized modular inseparable extensions 
as being twisted group rings for p-groups over fields of characteristic p # 0. 
Therefore Therefore 2.2 may be applied to central simpie algebras contain- 
ing a modular purely inseparable maxima1 commutative subfield (similarly 
for Azumaya algebras and “modular” commutative subrings if these are 
defined in the right (obvious) way). Sometimes it is possible to descend the 
action of G to a commutative subring D such that DG = C, i.e., one may 
construct another commutative subring in A which is a Galois ring over C 
with group G. In the characteristic p-case such results were already given in 
[5] by K. Hoechsmann. Our techniques lead to somewhat more general 
results but we do not go deeper into this here, let us just mention: 
2.6. PROPOSITION. Let C be a ring with prime characteristic p # 0 and let 
A be an Azumaya algebra over C containing a Cil~ford system R for G with 
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R, = C as a maximal commutative subring. Every R,-derivation D: R -+ R 
extends to an R,-derivation D’: A + A. 
Proof It is not hard to verify that we may reduce the problem to the 
case where G is a p-group. In this case R= RJa;Y-I,..., a;-‘] where 
q=pm=jG\ and {a,,..., a,} c R, is a tinite set. Indeed, if r,& R, then 
a, = (r,)qc R, and it suffices to consider a finite set of homogeneous 
generators (it exists!) rlr..., rn of R as an R,-module. Now a result of Chase, 
Rosenberg [2, p. 291 allows to reduce the problem further to the case 
where A is a left projective R-module. Then Theorem 6.1 of [7] entails that 
the extension of D is possible. 1 
2.7. Remarks. (1) Expanding on Theorem 6.3 in [7] one may proceed 
to prove that A is an iterated ring of differential polynomials over R. In the 
light of all this, it may be useful to initiate a study of the Lie algebra struc- 
ture of Der,‘,(R) (i.e., not only the set of derivations) and the structure 
induced on H’(G, R) by it (see further in this section). 
(2) K. Hoechmann’s de~nition of “regular group” of a maximal com- 
mutative subring (cf. [5 J), may be extended to the noncommutative case in 
an obvious way but then very few central simple algebras allow such a 
group. On the other hand every algebra generated by units may be viewed 
as a Clifford system for some groups; the author hopes to return to the 
determination of such groups in a forthcoming paper. Note that M. Lorenz 
recently studied some related phenomena concering skewfields and 
nilpotent groups (cf. [ 81). 
Let us return to derivations D: R --f A4 of a Clifford system R for G into 
an R-bimodule M. For any R,-derivation D: R --) M, z, E R,, z E G, one 
easily caiculates that 
Similarly for z,-IE R,.I we obtain 
D(Z,-I)=t]Zi-r yj’)D(zq,)= -z,-ifo(z)* 
Consequently for any z, E R,, z, - I E R, - I we have 
Hencef,(r) E Z%(M). Observe that $,,,(z), for t E G, is induced in ZRe(M) 
by commutation with an arbitrary element z, E R, ; indeed, if m E Z,(M) 
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then we have: z,m=~.u”‘lJ’~f,z n?=~.u”‘mv”!lz II T ?: II 5 ZY hence z,m = 
4(IdrW) z,. 
Utilizing this, a straightforward calculation of D(z, y,) with 2,~ R,, 
yy E R, learns that fD: G + Z,<(M), r -+S(r) satisfies the condition that 
f,(ry) -fD(r) - @,,,,(z)fD(y) annihilates all of R,;, on the left. Since R is a 
Clifford system, M is cancellative, and thus f(ty) =f(z) + $Jt)f’(~), 
follows, Suppose now that D is an inner derivation, i.e., there is a 
5 E Z,JM) such that D(r) = <r - rt for all r E R. In that case we obtain 
SD(~) =-c D(Q) vi”, =I (&l”- u:‘<) vl”, = <-$,(r)(t). 
Conversely, the assignment &: r --+ r - eM(r)(<), with t E Z,<(M) deter- 
mines an inner derivation D, given by D&x) = tx -x4 for all x E R. Now, 
mappingsfsatisfying the relationf(ry) =f(z) + $,,,(r)(f’(~)) for all r, y # G 
are nothing but 1-cocycles of G in the additive group of Z,<,(M), whereas 
the cocyclesf< as above correspond exactly to the trivial cocycles; hence we 
have proved: 
2.9. THEOREM. Whenever the groups involved are defined, e.g., in case R 
is an RF-algebra, the Hochschild cohomology and the Galois cohomology qf 
G coincide. 
Proof. As observed before, eM(z) is induced in Z,*,(M) by com- 
mutation with an arbitrary element of R,. Therefore Z,(M) = Z,(Z,‘,(M)) 
coincides with the additive group left fixed under the “canonical” action of 
G on Z,<(M) (actually in all admissable cases, Z,<(M) = M will hold! ). The 
Hochschild and the Galois complexes now derive (derived functors!) from 
the same functor and therefore the cohomology theories coincide com- 
pletely. I 
2.10. Remark. If R is strongly graded by G and M is a graded R- 
bimodule then ZRe(M) is graded and the $,,.,(t) are graded morphisms of 
degree zero. It is clear that Propositions 2.4 and 2.6 and Theorem 2.8 allow 
the obvious graded versions. In particular, if D is a homogeneous 
derivation then fD(z) is homogeneous of central degree (in G) equal to 
deg D, for each r E G. 
Assume that G is finite and consider a Clifford system R for G and an R- 
bimodule M. To an R,-derivation D: R -+ M we may associate a left R- 
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linear map 8: R + M (by the Maschke theorem for Clifford systems in the 
sense of [12]), as follows: 
Putting 
one easily calculates that $,,,,(a)(,fn(o-“t)) = $M(a)(fb(a ‘)) +fn(z), 
hence An(t) = A,(r) = An(e) + ] GI Jo(t), for all z E G. Therefore 
fi = ,~~(d(e)) + / G] D; p*,(A(e)) stands for left multiplication by 
A(e)EZ,(M). Since H”(G, Z,~(M)) is ]Gj-torsion it follows that 
6- p,(A(e)) is an inner derivation (note: A,(r) = Il/,,,,(z)(A,(e)). We proved 
2.11. PROPOSITION. [f R is a Cl{fiord system,for the$inite group G and if 
D is an R,-derivation of R into an R-bimodule M, then I G 1 D is an inner 
derivation d@ed by AD(e) E Z,*(M) and fi = ~~(~.~(e)) + / G / D = p,(kD(e)) 
(where ,u, stands for right multiplication). In particular, if / G / - ’ E R then 
any DE Der.<,(R, M) is inner (and it is associated to / G 1 - ’ A,(e)). 
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